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Little Beili’s official return made Lu Wu no longer feel lonely. 
 
The questions in his heart were finally answered by little Beili. 
 
Little Bei Li shared the sealed memory with him. 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu saw himself in this sealed memory. It was him from the previous time and 
space, and it was also the slaughter of the previous time and space. ” 
 
“Its previous experience was very similar to its own. It created the Three Realms, the heavenly Dao, and 
the six paths of reincarnation, and then led the players on a journey to the outer realms. ” 
 
And the turning point of fate was when he challenged the limit peak. 
 
“Just like Lu Wu, tu mie had snatched the Dao integration laws from the spiritking of the previous time 
and space. ” 
 
“However, after he obtained the Dao integration laws, he did not obtain any information about the 
spacetime massacre that had been left behind in this spacetime. ” 
 
“Thus, from this point on, their fates no longer coincided. ” 
 
“In the previous space and time, tu mie had also met his strange clansmen, met silkworm baby, who had 
sought cooperation, and experienced the same war in the iron Blood star field as him, as well as the 
Alliance with zero. ” 
 
“However, the details were completely different from his. ” 
 
“In the years to come, the players plundered and grew, massacred, just so that they could return to the 
Three Realms before the ten thousand year deadline. ” 
 
“Thus, after obtaining the Dao integration stage laws, which were also divine artifacts, the two of them 
had completely different starting points. ” 
 
Lu Wu’s plan was to kill the spiritking in this space-time and then return to the Three Realms in the 
previous space-time to kill the spiritking in his original space-time and resolve the crisis of the Three 
Realms. 
 
“However, tu mie had only wanted to return to the Three Realms and kill the injured spiritking from the 
previous spacetime. He had never thought of killing the spiritking of this spacetime. ” 
 
“This was because, in tu mie’s opinion, the spiritking of this spacetime was uninjured. His battle prowess 
was far greater than the spiritking of the previous spacetime, who had been heavily injured. He did not 
want to take the risk. After all, if he died, the Three Realms in his current spacetime would be 
completely finished. ” 
 



“Therefore, the more Lu Wu walked in the back of the two spaces, the more different the direction was. 
” 
 
“This was because Lu Wu had received a hint from the previous time and space massacre. He 
understood that when he returned to the previous time and space, the spiritking would master an ability 
to integrate the power of the spiritking of other time and space. ” 
 
The war after they returned would be far more difficult than it was now. 
 
“As a result, he needed to kill the spiritking of this spacetime and weaken the spiritking’s power. ” 
 
The deviation of fate became more and more obvious. 
 
The ability that Lu Wu had now was obtained from the spiritking’s weapon Grandmaster plan. 
 
“However, Lu Wu from the previous time and space did not master this ability. He placed his last hope 
on the emotional ability. ” 
 
“Yes, in the previous time and space, Lu Wu also discovered death’s smile and also knew about Ming 
Xiao’s life experience. ” 
 
“Just like Lu Wu, he knew how difficult it would be to fight against the spiritking. Therefore, he didn’t 
want to miss any chance to become stronger, even if the path was extremely dangerous. ” 
 
“Therefore, in the previous time and space, Lu Wu finally transformed himself into an emotional seed 
and mastered the ability to absorb all the emotional energy in the firmament world, just like 
netherworld smile. ” 
 
“This was a crazy path, but it was also a way to resist the spiritking. ” 
 
“Ming Xiao was completely passive when he took this path. However, tu mie from the previous time and 
space took the emotional path, which was very radical and crazy. ” 
 
“In order to absorb the firmament world’s power, he had used his soul power to create several black 
holes for absorbing emotions. He wanted both positive and negative emotions so that he could quickly 
improve his combat strength. ” 
 
“In just 3000 years, Lu Wu from the previous time and space had almost the combat strength of the 
spiritking. ” 
 
“After the war between the demonic Army and the spiritking of the previous time and space began, Lu 
Wu was seriously injured several times in the previous time and space. But every time, he could escape 
with the power of the emotion seed, and then quietly dormant and grow, waiting for the next 
opportunity. ” 
 
“This was the power of the emotion seed. As long as he wanted to escape, the spiritking would not be 
able to catch up to him. ” 
 



Ming Xiao had only died because he wanted to kill the spiritking back then. 
 
“In the previous time and space, the war between Lu Wu and the spiritking lasted for more than 1000 
years. The final result was that Lu Wu won. With the power of the emotion seed, he defeated the 
spiritking who was in the state of the sky-opening golden body. ” 
 
“Then, the Lu Wu from the previous time and space began to chase after the severely injured spiritking. 
He was determined to kill him. ” 
 
“In fact, Lu Wu had already found a very obvious problem when he read the memory up to this point. ” 
 
The spiritking of the previous spacetime seemed to be clearly different from the spiritking of this 
spacetime. 
 
“Lu Wu had seen the spiritking before, so he could feel the confidence of invincibility from the spiritking. 
However, the spiritking from the previous world did not possess a strong belief in invincibility. He was 
not as powerful as the current spiritking at all. Even his personality seemed to be different. ” 
 
“If it was the spiritking of this time and space, Lu Wu felt that he would not run away even if he was 
defeated. This was because he would not let himself, a sharp blade, break with the belief of invincibility. 
And if he ran away, it would definitely wear down the belief of invincibility. Therefore, he would rather 
fight to the death to hone himself and seek a breakthrough. ” 
 
“However, the spiritking from the previous world had chosen to flee after being defeated. ” 
 
This difference made Lu Wu very confused. He felt that the spiritking in two different spaces seemed to 
be two completely different people. 
 
“Lu Wu couldn’t understand this, but he couldn’t find the reason. ” 
 
“In the subsequent memory fragments, due to time constraints, Lu Wu did not have the time to 
continue chasing after the spiritking in the previous time and space. Instead, he was preparing to return 
to the Three Realms where he was. ” 
 
“During this time, he left behind a portion of his memories and some assistance for little Bei Li. He also 
sealed the memories in little Bei Li’s mind to prevent the spiritking from discovering them. ” 
 
“This was a gift he had left for himself, who might encounter the spiritking in the future. ” 
 
“Apart from the Dao integration laws, there was another life form that had been severely injured, and 
that was the heaven-sealing law, Bei Li. ” 
 
“In the battle against the spiritking, Bei Li, who controlled the laws of the heavens, had taken a heaven 
splitting slash from the spiritking to block his path. ” 
 
“This slash had almost wiped out all signs of life from Bei Li. Even though Lu Wu had not saved him in 
the end, he had almost lost his life. ” 
 



This was also the time when Lu Wu severely injured it in the previous time and space. 
 
“In the end, Lu Wu didn’t take her away from this space and time. Instead, he left her with little Bei Li. ” 
 
“In the days that followed, little Bei Li had an older sister by his side. Her name was Bei Li. She had 
accompanied little Bei Li as he grew up and taught her many things. ” 
 
“And the reason why little Bei Li had such a strong R & D and creation ability was also related to God Bei 
Li, who had been by Lu Wu’s side. ” 
 
She had a huge influence on little Bei Li’s growth. The body that little Bei Li had transformed into was 
also based on God Bei Li. 
 
This Bei Li was the one who had established the heaven defying Alliance in the future. 
 
“But in the end, God Beili still died. ” 
 
“It wasn’t that she wasn’t strong enough, but that her life was incomplete to begin with, so she couldn’t 
perfectly control the heaven sealing law. ” 
 
“This situation was similar to zero ‘S. He was not a complete life form to begin with, so he could not 
control the extreme laws. ” 
 
“Otherwise, even if the entire heaven realm’s forces were combined, they would not be able to fight 
against bei Lishen. This was because she was the only other existence apart from the spiritking who 
could control the power of the extreme laws with a hundred percent certainty. ” 
 
“However, her life was already close to dying, and she could no longer recover her former combat 
strength. ” 
 
“Therefore, she eventually fell, dying in battle on the road to resist the heaven realm. ” 
 
“The grieving little Bei Li chose to take over God Bei Li’s body during that time and merged his life with 
hers. At the same time, he also gained God Bei Li’s control of the seal of the heavens nomological mark. 
” 
 
This was also a past that Lu Wu didn’t know about. 
 
“At that time, Lu Wu was able to transform into God Beili not because he was the reincarnation of God 
Beili, but because of little Beili’s arrangement. ” 
 
“It was all to help him get through a crisis, and at the same time, to hide some facts. ” 
 
“After all, the all-knowing spiritking was always present. If she revealed too much, she was afraid that 
the spiritking would come, so she had used this method. ” 
 
“Therefore, Lu Wu was himself and not anyone else. ” 
 



“In the years that followed, little Beili had been waiting for the right time to come to his side and 
accompany him on the road to the future. ” 
 
“All the Dao integration laws that Lu Wu obtained, the sky-sealing mark that he had, and so on … Were 
all left behind by the slaughter in the previous time and space. ” 
 
All of this was to help him grow and resist the spiritking. 
 
“This was because the spiritking in his current spacetime was heavily injured, but he had not died. He 
would come for him sooner or later. ” 
 
Little Beili had been hiding the truth from Lu Wu because he was afraid that the spiritking’s omniscience 
would be able to sense everything. 
 
“In this time and space, Lu Wu and the players were unregistered. However, in the previous time and 
space, they were registered lives in the firmament world. ” 
 
The spiritking would be able to obtain all information. 
 
“Only little Bei Li, whose memories had been sealed, knew everything without being discovered by the 
spiritking. ” 
 
“Thus, he concealed it for the sake of protection. ” 
 
…… 
 
“After knowing all this, Lu Wu heaved a sigh of relief. ” 
 
The many questions in his heart were finally answered at this moment. 
 
“However, he also had his own worries, because the path he took was completely different from his 
previous self. ” 
 
“The potential of the power of the emotion seed was infinite. Therefore, in the previous time and space, 
Lu Wu’s final combat strength was stronger than the spiritking ‘s. ” 
 
“However, he himself was walking the path of the weapon Grandmaster plan. ” 
 
Would the end of this path also allow him to possess the same battle prowess as the spiritking? 
 
“Lu Wu had no answer to this, because the spiritking himself had never gone through the weapon 
Grandmaster plan. Who knew what the outcome would be? ” 
 
“However, after little Bei Li’s resurrection, Lu Wu’s mentality had also changed. ” 
 
He had less hostility and new ideas. 
 



“No matter what, at least he and little Beili had accompanied him on the last journey. The result was 
that although victory was wonderful, failure was not unacceptable. ” 
 
“Until now, Lu Wu had admitted one thing. ” 
 
“The spiritking was very powerful, so powerful that it made people feel despair. They also felt 
admiration for his “”power”” from the bottom of their hearts. ” 
 
It was normal to lose to such a strong person. Winning was just a dream with little hope. 
 
But at least he had to try. 
 
…… 
 
“There were still 6000 years left. After little Beili returned, Lu Wu no longer made decisions alone. 
Instead, he began to discuss with little Beili how to fight against the spiritking. ” 
 
“After the discussion with little Beili, Lu Wu’s thoughts suddenly became clear, and many things that he 
had thought through before were finally let go. ” 
 
“At this moment, in the space of the divine artifact, little Bei Li was rubbing Bei Li’s face. Bei Li looked 
like he had been bullied, and his eyes were filled with disdain. ” 
 
“Because she felt that she was being ignored, and the little guy in front of her was the third party. I was 
clearly the one who arrived first … And why did she look exactly the same as me? ” 
 
“As for Bei Li, little Bei Li’s attitude towards him was very good. ” 
 
“Because she knew that Bei Li was the big sister who had accompanied her when she was growing up. In 
addition to missing her, she also had some attachment to her. ” 
 
“Although this big sister had yet to grow up to be the person she knew, her heart was still filled with 
feelings for her. ” 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu’s figure appeared in the divine artifact space. ” 
 
“Looking at little Beili, Lu Wu immediately said,”” ” 
 
“””Foodie, I’ve thought about your plan. We can give it a try!”” ” 
 
“When little Bei Li heard this, he retracted his hands from Bei Li God’s face, turned around, and said with 
his hands on his hips,”” ” 
 
“””Of course it’s possible. You’re really stupid. Although the memories in my mind are from the previous 
world, everything else is completely similar except for the spiritking’s change. You can use them to plan 
for the future, nurture new organizations, and expand your Army!”” ” 
 
“Upon hearing this, Lu Wu nodded and made up his mind. ” 



 
“Just now, when he was discussing the future with little Beili, little Beili had suggested an idea. ” 
 
“That was to plan for the future by relying on the sealed memory in her mind, which was the details of 
the firmament world’s development in the next 6000 years. ” 
 
“The specific method was also very simple. Little Beili wanted Lu Wu to be a “”Bladesman”” who 
wandered around the firmament world to help those forces with potential to develop or to overcome 
crises. ” 
 
“In truth, the concept of saber-borrowing had existed since the era of the Three Realms. ” 
 
They were also a very mysterious group in history. They would always carry a knife with them when they 
walked through the streets. 
 
“And they would never sell this saber, but would give it to others on credit. ” 
 
“As the name suggested, they only sold their knives, and they would leave behind profound ravings 
before they left. This ravings were also a prophecy. After the prophecy was fulfilled, the person who 
borrowed the knife would come back to collect the reward. ” 
 
“And what little Bei Li wanted Lu Wu to do was to wander around the firmament world and be a “”debt 
collector””. ” 
 
“He would help the potential forces and predict their future, giving them ways to overcome the crisis or 
giving them advice on the opportunity to develop. Then, when the crisis was over or when the potential 
forces obtained an opportunity, he would rope in these forces who were ‘on loan’ and make them fulfill 
the requirements he had agreed on. ” 
 
“His final goal was to get these organizations to join his sky demon Alliance, so that they would become 
a force he could use against the spiritking. ” 
 
“After thinking about this idea, Lu Wu decided to give it a try. ” 
 
“In reality, what little Bei Li said made a lot of sense. Even the omnipotent and omniscient spiritking did 
not know what had happened in the next 6000 years. ” 
 
“After all, the “”Divine Spirit law”” allowed one to know everything in the present, but it did not have 
the ability to predict the future. ” 
 
“By grasping this sealed memory, he had also grasped the development trajectory of the firmament 
world for the next 6000 years. He could completely use this advantage to do something. ” 
 
“Therefore, it was very feasible to become a prophet, or a “”sword-borrowing man.”” ” 
 
This might be of great help to the expansion of the heavenly demon Alliance. 
 
…… 



 
“After making up his mind, Lu Wu took off the sky demon cloak and changed his style with the help of 
little Bei Li. ” 
 
“At this time, Lu Wu was wearing a black cloak and a hood. His whole body was shrouded in darkness 
and filled with a mysterious aura. ” 
 
“This time, he was a prophet who was traveling around the firmament world. He was also a man with a 
knife, bringing a prophecy of opportunity and danger … ” 


